Chapter 10: The Evolution of Justice, Peace, and the Integrity
of Creation (JPIC): 1998-2013

To accurately use a sundial you need an Equation of Time.
(Here is one from the Naval Observatory in Washington
DC.)
The Equation of Time represents the facts that, although
both celestial solar time and human watch time can
symbolize the passage of time, both are independent in the
passage of time they reveal. Only occasionally during a
year and only then at irregular intervals during the year, do
the two coincide. Moreover, the relationship between the
two sometimes shows the sundial to be revealing time at a
slower pace than watch time (below the 0 horizonal midline), and, at other times, faster than watch time (above the
0 horizonal mid-line).

The Equation of Time in all its complexity can also
visually represent the relationship between the timing
and personalities of Chapter and the elected ofﬁcers in the
Order, and the timing, personalities, and highlights of the
efforts of those who make up the volunteer leaders of the
Justice Peace and the Integrity of Creation (JPIC) (formerly
the Justice and Peace group JP)) in the Province of the Americas. Sometimes Chapter and JPIC coincide with individuals who are
members of both and who can coordinate the united efforts of both—but that is unusual and its timing unpredictable. Most of the time
Chapter and JPIC operate independently in their activities, in the individuals involved, and in their efforts at coordinating themselves.
Equation of Time with Sine Curve Revealing That Sundial Time
Coincides With Watch Time (Straight Line at 0) At Only Four Points
During The Year.

Just as the long-term problems and solutions of the last chapter escaped the neat metronome of Chapter and Minister Provincial
election cycles, so too the story of JPIC escapes such predictable cycles.
Justice, peace, and concern for God’s creation have been Franciscan concerns from Francis’ earliest work. Many individual members
of the Third Order have labored in these areas for years and continue to do so on an individual basis. These Franciscan core concerns
produced in turn: a Chapter focus group, commissions, a number of Province-sponsored events, and ﬁnally the theme for an entire
Provincial Convocation in 2013. Moreover, JP and JPIC actions led the Province of the Americas to become included in Franciscan
endeavors beyond the Anglican Communion: Franciscans International (FI, a primarily Roman Catholic-based, non-governmental
organization (NGO) at the United Nations serving as a Franciscan ethical/moral presence) and later Franciscan Action Network (a
Washington, DC lobbying group acting as a a Franciscan ethical/moral presence in domestic US politics).
Like many aspects of the Province of the Americas, leadership in the area of Justice & Peace (JP), later Justice, Peace & the Integrity
of Creation (JPIC), rested on the resourcefulness, perseverance, and organizational skills of a few very key volunteer leaders. The
ﬁrst generation of leaders included Carol Tookey, Terry Rogers, and Emmett Jarrett, who were succeeded by the second generation of
leaders, including Joyce Wilding, Francesca Wigle, Verleah Kosloske, and Dianne Aid.

Justice and Peace (JP), A Chapter Focus Group 1998-2001
In 1998, Masud ibn Syedullah reported to Chapter that a committee had been formed from members of the First and Third Orders
(Minister Provincial Anita Catron, and former Ministers Provincial John Scott and Dee Dobson, and soon-to-be Minister Provincial
Masud) to listen to concerns of the Orders and to provide guidance in matters of justice and peace (JP).
Individual tertiaries were urged to join Franciscans International (FI), and the Franciscan Times that Fall published this description of
FI:
Franciscans International, a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) at the United Nations has General Consultative Status
with the United Nations Economic and Social Council. (The Anglican Communion also has a representative to the UN whose
ofﬁce has the same NGO status.)
Franciscans International is
• a network of the Franciscan Family (trans-denominational) collaborating on world issues,
• a forum for the poor to have a voice at the United Nations,
• a place where the Franciscan Family and the 185 UN representatives of the member states, the UN civil servants and
other NGOs can share the heritage of Saints Francis and Clare for peace, and
• a clearinghouse of UN information on global concerns vital to the Franciscan Family in its global mission in the world.
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Through collaboration, education, and action, the mission of Franciscans International is: care of creation, peacemaking,
and concern for the poor.
As an Order, Chapter 1998 voted to contribute $300 dollars to Franciscans International. It winds up, however, that it is
more advantageous for FI in UN-NGO reckoning if individuals rather than groups contribute and join, and thus all Chapter
members voted to join Franciscans International as members.

In 1999, Carol Tookey, John Tolbert, Joan Verret, and Fr. Charles Roland from Guyana met as the Justice and Peace group at Chapter.
The Peace and Justice Group sponsored Fr. Roland’s trip to the US to be part of a 12-member delegation to the World Bank IMF
annual meeting to present the necessity of Third World debt forgiveness. (Fr. Roland is an Amerindian from a community on the
Guyanese/Venezuelan/Brazilian border. His people are very isolated; no phone, no mail, no roads, yet there are about 20 tertiaries
living in this region. For more on this community, see Chapter 13.) Charles wrote this letter to describe his visit:
The reason for my coming here was to attend the Jubilee 2000 on the topic of cancellation of Third World debt of which Guyana
is one of the countries mostly affected. To be honest with you I did not really know about the situation which this heavy burden of
debt was causing in my country. Then I too did not realize that so many Christian bodies, such as Franciscans International, the
Peace and Justice Group and many others were in solidarity with these effects on Third World countries which face such hardship.
Guyana is for one in a state of poverty, especially in the interior, where our native people feel the squeeze more. We do not have
proper medical facilities, no drugs to treat the people who are sick. The education system is on the point of collapse, where there
is no ﬁnance to pay the teachers. All these were reported, and I know for a fact that careful attention was taken by those who were
listening. I’m now aware, and realize that many people in the US were not conscious of the real situation in Guyana, and I am
happy that I was able to come and relate the true story of what is really taking place in our country by this. I will say that my visit
was worthwhile and I have a new vision and understanding and which gives me new hope that brothers and sisters in the US are
concerned and will voice our problems to higher authorities.
In 2001, Carol Tookey was joined by Terry Rogers, Brenda Cummings of Trinidad, and Emmett Jarrett, who together constituted the
JP committee at Chapter. The committee urged a renewed concern and commitment for peace and international and national justice.
Thus, by 2001, the three key players in JP (soon to be JPIC) were creating events in these areas. All three brought with them JP
experiences outside of TSSF to their work. Carol was trained as a nurse and hospice worker, then deacon, eventually priest, and has
spent much time as a missioner in Navajoland following in the work started by H. Baxter Liebler (see Chapter 2). Terry Rogers was
also trained as a nurse and worked as a companion of the Catholic Worker House founded in NYC by Dorothy Day. Terry has used her
nursing skills during trips to the West Bank of Palestine. Emmett Jarrett, prior to his work with JPIC, was a parish priest, published
poet, the president of the Episcopal Urban Caucus, a leader in the Episcopal Peace Fellowship, and, with his wife, had just begun a
type of Catholic Worker house in New London, Connecticut. (For much more on Emmett, see Chapter 14.)

First Province-sponsored JPIC Action-2002: Telegrams to President Bush
At the 2002 Chapter, JP became JPIC—Justice, Peace, and the Integrity of Creation, and a motion was made to create an annual JPIC
Commission be appointed by the Minister Provincial. The Commission’s job was to bring before Chapter and the Third Order the
ministries for justice, peace, and the integrity of creation as expressions of the Second and Third Aims of the Order in the Principles
of the Third Order; to seek out and celebrate, through publication, the living examples of such witness and ministry in members of the
Third Order; and to bring before Chapter such policies and programs of the ministries of justice, peace, and the integrity of creation
as may be appropriate for adoption by Chapter, or as a commendation to the membership of the Order, or otherwise recognized or
celebrated.
However, such organizational concerns took the backseat when on the Friday of the 2002 Chapter meeting, Congress voted to grant
George W. Bush the the use of military force in Iraq (an outgrowth of the war in Afghanistan). Two actions were initiated that day in
JPIC’s recommendations to Chapter:
1.

That the Third Order Chapter send to President George W. Bush a telegram stating “We beg you not to go to war with Iraq
but to work through the United Nations for a peaceful resolution of this crisis.”

2.

That a JPIC letter be sent out to all TSSF members by post and email as follows:
Brothers and Sisters,
As followers of the Prince of Peace we are called to be instruments of God’s peace. We commend to you these words of
Thomas Merton:
Instead of hating the people you think are war-makers, hate the appetites and disorder in your own soul, which are the causes
of war. If you love peace, then hate injustice, hate tyranny, hate greed–but hate these things in yourself, not in another.
As a way to work actively for Peace, the Third Order commends to each member of the Order these three activities:
i. daily prayer

ii. weekly fasting
iii. regular acts of generosity and self-denial
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We also suggest the daily use of the World Prayer for Peace found in the Devotional Companion:
O God, lead us from death to life, from falsehood to truth. Lead us from despair to hope, from fear to trust. Lead us
from hate to love, from war to peace. Let peace ﬁll our hearts, our world, our universe. Amen

JPIC Prayer and Witness Actions: 2004 to 2008
JPIC’s Prayer and Witness actions began in 2004 as a response to the War in Iraq. Two years later JPIC action focused on the
anticipated controversy and dissension at General Convention of ECUSA held on June 2006 in Columbus, Ohio. Two years after that,
JPIC action became a worldwide response by all the TSSF provinces to the anticipated controversy and dissension at the Lambeth
Conference of Bishops in Canterbury in 2008.

First JPIC Prayer and Witness Action, 2004: Union Square
Witness

Growing out of the earlier action, at the 2002 Chapter, Carol Tookey and
JPIC Commission members decided to sponsor a Witness for Peace in Union
Square in the heart of New York City on September 11-17, 2004—the third
anniversary of the attacks on the World Trade Center. Emmett Jarrett, a newly
elected member of Chapter, quickly took a guiding hand by pointing out that
the Dominicans had set up a tent there for a month and dedicated themselves
to fasting, prayer, and interaction with the community to preach Christ and
peace in the “marketplace.”
Here’s how Carol Tookey wrote up a report on this action for the Franciscan
Times:
A Jesuit priest who teaches Buddhism and preached the Gospel in
limericks; a young college student recently transported from the Midwest
to New York City; a Buddhist woman preparing for a peace action;
Terry Rogers and Charles McCarron in front of tent.
ﬁlmmakers in desperate search of a tent; a Jewish man who thought our
work was important but who was startled when we said we weren’t collecting
money; a street person whom we named “the angry Brit” who thought we were crazy—these were just a few of the visitors to our
Franciscan Peace Witness, held September 11-17 in Union Square, New York City. JPIC members gathered Friday evening for
prayers and preparation. Saturday morning we began a ritual cab ride from 1st Avenue and 1st Street to 14th and Union Square
with all our props: lawn chairs, tent, posters, and a Franciscan “altar” created from a Rubbermaid tote, a piece of cloth and a San
Damiano cross. Our booth was assembled with the homemade and donated, and held together with twine and duct tape.
Having no park permit for the weekend, we sat under the shadow of Abraham Lincoln (the tent not being permitted on those days)
and were available to passers-by to look at our display, pick up a brochure or peace prayer card, or engage us in conversation. By
Monday we were allowed to take our regular place and set up our tent in the “Gandhi Triangle”—an area of Union Square adorned
with pampas grass and a statue of the famous exemplar of non-violence, Mohandas K. Gandhi.
Every morning before moving out to the park, we prayed the Morning Ofﬁce in community. Most days we were able to engage the
Word of God in Gospel Based Discipleship, a format of African Bible Study developed by the Episcopal Church’s Native Ministry
Ofﬁce. Franciscans came and went through the week: Charles McCarron to teach us the ﬁner points of setting up the tent and bring
us the ﬁne banner produced by his partner; Ken Norian, stepping in for his lunch break from his job in Manhattan; our Minister
Provincial, Masud; Lyndon Hutchinson-Hounsell, Lynn Herne, Pam Mofﬁtt, and Evelynn Mackie who helped staff the booth
throughout the week; Ellen Rutherford who came for our closing event; Antonio, one of our brothers from Brazil; and Friars Derek
and Graham who lent dignity and humor to our gathering.
And through all of this week there were the visitors—people from all walks of life—curious about what we were doing, giving us
words of support, asking questions, sometimes challenging us–but always engaging. At the end of each conversation we would ask
the visitor if there was something we could pray about for them. It was amazing to see what the offer of ministry meant to people.
Some intercessions were general— “world peace”—but others were very personal—“for my mother who’s having brain surgery
tomorrow,”“healing for my relationship with my daughter.” So at the end of each day, before we packed up, we gathered around our
little altar and offered these concerns up into the heart of God.
We ﬁnished off our week on the Feast of the Stigmata with a Eucharist under the tent. The Rt. Rev. E. Don Taylor, Assistant Bishop
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of New York, presided and offered an inspiring homily on how we are all called to bear the
signs of Christ into the world. As the dismissal was given, we began to disburse, catching
cabs and trains for home.
The JPIC Committee is so grateful for all who lent their support in so many ways—money
to help pay for our meals and cab fares, donated items, prayerful solidarity from across
the Province, for all who visited. Most especially I’d like to thank Terry Rogers for all her
“diaconal” ministry in planning, organizing, setting up, getting permits and generally
putting it all together—and to Fr. Emmett Jarrett for his spiritual and theological leadership,
and for being a wonderful teacher.
Here’s how Lyndon Hutchison-Hounsell wrote up his impressions on this action for the
Franciscan Times in “A Canadian in Union Square:”

Carol Tookey and The Rt. Rev. E. Don
Taylor, Assistant Bishop of New York.

It’s a warm sunny day in September, and here I am on a plane to Newark again. I’m headed
for another meeting of JPIC (Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation Commission of
the SSF). Except this time I’m also going to participate in the Franciscan Peace Witness in
Union Square in the middle of Manhattan.…I ﬁnd the warm smiles and hugs of Terry Rogers
and John George Robertson waiting at the Peace Witness booth. Later, Emmett Jarrett and
Carol Tookey return from a little walk...and then a little later Lynn Herne arrives...and a
little after that Ken Norian arrives on a break from work.

I have no idea what to expect when I get there. Am I going to be walking around with
placards saying MAKE PEACE, NOT WAR!? Am I going to be handing out pamphlets to
everybody who walks by to get them to change their attitudes and become non-violent activists? Am I going to dress up as a
victim of war and show everyone ﬁrst hand the horrors of armed conﬂict?
Well, there were pamphlets, and we were indeed a witness. We were a presence in Union Square for a whole week, and I had
the privilege of being a part of this for about one day. We didn’t force people to change their minds. We didn’t scream out
“Repent or you will bring the end of the world!” No, we were witnessing. We were there to show the people who walked by
that there were people in our world who thought there was a better way to address conﬂict in our world. We were there to be
pastors to those who came up and needed to share their painful stories of war and personal conﬂict. We were there to offer
prayers at the end of each day. And so I had the privilege of joining some of my Franciscan brothers and sisters in caring for
the world and in sharing our hope for a better non-violent way of living together and solving our differences.
Our storyboards with the Franciscan Peace Pledge and Martin Luther King Jr.’s Principles of Non-Violence were very
attractive to people. These are pastoral documents that expressed our longing for reconciliation. These were documents that
attracted people because I think they are welcoming statements and inviting statements that asked people to think differently
for just a moment. This Franciscan Peace Witness provided a place of hope for some of the people we met. I believe our
presence there courageously showed people that there are people who think differently about how to live in our global family,
and it allowed some people to discover that they were not alone in thinking differently just like us. It was in the spirit of
Gandhi’s saying,“You must be the change you want to see in the world,” that I spent my time there, and the humble statue of
Gandhi lurking over our shoulders was a helpful reminder.
As a Canadian immersing myself into the American milieu just a couple of months before a presidential election, I felt a little
out of place, and I didn’t want to go around pulling splinters out of others’ eyes by saying things like, “Well, we didn’t go to
Iraq!” After all, our government isn’t perfect. We may have protested the war in Iraq, but we did so with some apathy. My
government certainly didn’t condemn others for going into Iraq. Canadians pride ourselves on being“Peacekeepers,” but it
would be even better if we were “Peacemakers.” It would be better if we were a little more proactive about ﬁnding peaceful
solutions before the conﬂicts escalate into war and genocide. It’s not easy being a witness to peace but, as Franciscans, we
have an example to follow. Francis went in with the love of God and the spirit of Jesus to convert the sultan. Francis was
trying to ﬁnd a better way to share the land. I believe we are all called to ﬁnd a better way as we work at spreading harmony
and love, and as we work at becoming people of humility, love and joy in everything we do. Sometimes the task seems so
daunting, yet so simple.

Second JPIC Prayer and Fasting Action, 2006: General Convention, Columbus Ohio

At Chapter 2005, Emmett Jarrett presented the idea of our Order offering a Franciscan prayer and fasting action at the General
Convention of ECUSA being held June 2006 in Columbus, Ohio. (Emmett and others anticipated that widespread controversy and
dissension would occur at the Convention. In 2004, the Archbishop of Canterbury and a consultative group had created the Windsor
Report, which called for a moratorium by all provinces in the Anglican Communion on the use of rites blessing same-sex unions.
Since it was unlikely that General Convention would vote to adhere to this call, there were widespread fears that some schism in
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the province would occur.) This General Convention action followed on the heels of an IPTOC 2005 letter to the Archbishop of
Canterbury and signed by the Ministers General of the First and Third Orders and the Abbess of the Poor Clares with the following
message:
We offer to the Primates and to the members of the Anglican Communion a model of moving forward as Church: walking in
the way of Saint Francis of Assisi whose embrace of the leper and the way of non-violent love knit together a universal family
of Christians, rooted in the Gospel, growing in joy and simplicity and extending a Reign of God marked by justice and peace.
A resolution was drawn up and adopted unanimously: RESOLVED, that the Chapter of the Third Order, Province of the Americas,
Society of St. Francis, approves and authorizes a Franciscan Witness of Prayer and Fasting during the General Convention of the
Episcopal Church in the USA, June 13-21, 2006.
When the Witness of Prayer and Fasting was carried out the following summer, here’s how Terry Rogers described the experience
(Franciscan Times Summer 2006):
The body of Christ, the ark of salvation, the vine and the branches, the sheepfold, treasure in earthen vessels...
Praying for several hours a day in the Meditation Chapel at General Convention was a time to anchor myself in the church,
“that wonderful and sacred mystery.” I started making a list of scriptural and traditional images for the church, so those
images could ﬁll my imagination both in the chapel and as I went out and talked to people. There was a powerful contrast
between the timeless church and the church very much in time–yet they’re one–like the unity of Christ in the Incarnation.
The new Jerusalem, a royal priesthood, stewards of the secrets of God, salt of the earth, the bride of Christ....
Gazing at the San Damiano cross we had brought, of course, made me think of the Franciscan call to rebuild the church.
Each day we discovered more Franciscans: exhibitors, volunteers, deputies, bishops, convention secretaries, etc. Each were
focused on the given task, so there was not nearly enough time to really visit with anyone, yet we were able to count on our
mutual affection and helpfulness, and many of us shared
Evening Prayer each night.
Living stones, the temple, a light to the nations, Christ’s
ambassadors, the kingdom of God.....
There were two very large icons in the chapel, one of Jesus
and the other of Mary holding the Christ child. Praying
in the presence of these images–human bodies and faces–
began to get through to me: was every human being, made
in God’s image, in whom Christ dwells, created to shine in
glory like the golden radiance of these icons? I am so blind
to this reality, so quick to dismiss and to judge.
When I see the icon, the body of Christ, I am looking right
at the church, beautiful and richly alive.
Emmett Jarrett also described his experience at General Convention
in this way in the Franciscan Times:

Prayer and Fasting at General Convention.

Susan Pitchford, in her book Following Francis: The
Franciscan Way for Everyone, refers to Franciscans as “the lunatic wing of the Church” and a number of us were at the
Convention as part of a Franciscan Witness of Prayer and Fasting for our Episcopal Church. I counted at least 20 tertiaries,
four First Order brothers, and two sisters from the Community of St. Francis, as well as two or more tertiaries from other
Franciscan religious communities. We may not have been lunatics, but we were different! We weren’t ofﬁcial delegates; we
weren’t advocating any positions; and we weren’t selling anything. We were Franciscans who came to fast and pray.
The Third Order has never before had a formal presence at Convention, although the First Order sisters and brothers have.
Terry Rogers observed that this was the ﬁrst time in her years as a tertiary that “the Order has sent me to do something.”
Indeed, we were sent by Chapter, which endorsed our prayer and fasting witness at its meeting in October. The idea came
from the August 2005 meeting of IPTOC in Canterbury, England, where the assembled leaders of all three Orders sent a
letter of support to Archbishop Rowan Williams and all the Anglican Communion primates for their efforts for unity in the
Communion in a time of division and conﬂict. At Convention, we passed out a prayer card with the “instruments of your
peace” prayer on one side, and an explanation of our witness on the other. This said in part:
We believe our Church is afﬂicted by the “deaf and dumb demon” that the disciples were unable to cast out (Mark 9:1429), of which Jesus said, “This kind cannot be driven out by anything but prayer and fasting.” In company with Anglican
Franciscans around the world, we are here to offer a model of moving forward as Church: walking in the way of Saint
Francis of Assisi whose embrace of the leper and the way of nonviolent love knit together a universal family of Christians,
rooted in the Gospel, growing in joy and simplicity, and extending a Reign of God marked by justice and peace.
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People present at the Convention, no matter what their positions on the various issues that divide the Church, expressed
gratitude for our prayers and our openness to the Spirit’s guidance and willingness to pray for everyone. Our presence seemed
to lighten the solemn tone of the ﬁrst few days of Convention, which was indeed serious about the issues confronting the
Church, and we shared in the general excitement over the election of the Rt. Rev. Katharine Jefferts Schori of Nevada as the
presiding bishop of the Episcopal Church.
The brothers and sisters in their brown habits ﬁt in with fellow religious at the Consortium of Anglican Religious Orders in
the Americas (CAROA), but tertiaries were present in the Meditation Chapel and throughout the Convention area talking
with bishops, deputies, exhibitors, and visitors about the Church and asking them how we could pray for them. Every day at 6
p.m. we prayed the Evening Ofﬁce in the Chapel for the intentions people had expressed. Some were for the Spirit’s guidance
for Church leaders, others for healing and various personal intentions. We prayed for all.
We came from all over. I came from New London, Connecticut picking up Terry Rogers in New York City and driving to
Columbus. Carol Tookey drove from New Mexico and arrived the same day. The three of us “anchored” the Franciscan
Witness, along with Amy Nicolson and her husband Gil from North Carolina. Ruth and Bob Manson from Pennsylvania were
active, as well as Betty Wood from Wyoming, Dianne Aid from Seattle, and Charlie McCarron from Long Island.
Our Bishop Protector, Gordon Scruton of Western Massachusetts, was there, along with TSSF Bishops Jim Kelsey of
Northern Michigan, Mark Sisk of New York, Mark MacDonald of Alaska, and Nedi Rivera (an Associate) from Seattle. Dom
Celso Oliveira of Rio de Janeiro was also present and was introduced to us by Anita Catron. Brothers Jude, Clark, Eric and
Wade from SSF, and Sisters Jean and Maggie from CSF were also present and active.
Franciscans at the General Convention met together on Friday, June 16, to share with one another what the Lord is doing in
our various Orders. It’s not possible to say what the “effect” of our prayer and fasting was on the life of the Church gathered
in convention, but we didn’t do it for effect. We see our witness as part of our Franciscan charism of poverty and joy to be
shared with the wider Church. We believe God will use our work to God’s own purposes, still a mystery to us.

Since not everyone could afford the time and money to travel to General Convention in Columbus, Yvonne Koyzis Hook created a
24-hour prayer vigil over the TSSF-Yahoo group to accompany those who were physically present at the Convention. Here is her
description of her “accompanying” experience from the Franciscan Times:
Ten days before the start of General Convention, the question came up on the TSSF-Yahoo group forum as to what we as
Tertiaries could do to support the efforts at General Convention, and of the Episcopal Church in general. It was suggested that
we organize a 24-hour prayer vigil to run continuously for the entire duration of Convention, and I was asked to organize it.
I emailed all the Franciscans in the U.S. and by the ﬁrst couple of days of Convention, all our slots were ﬁlled! Most of us
signed up to pray for a slot one hour a day; some signed up for different slots depending on their changing schedules. Some
signed up for two slots, and some who were not able to make the one hour commitment agreed to do their Daily Ofﬁce with
special intentions, or to hold Convention in their prayers during their travels that week.
All in all, I heard from about 30 tertiaries, which is an amazing level of participation for something that sprang up
spontaneously over the internet! We were able to keep a continuous chain of prayer for General Convention operating the
entire time it was in session. I especially want to thank those who signed up to pray in the wee hours of the night—bless you
for your commitment!
For myself, I found this vigil to be both deeply rewarding and very frustrating! As a very high energy person who usually
dashes off Morning Prayer in 15 minutes, the commitment to pray for two hours a day (I signed up for two slots) represented
a great challenge. The overwhelming lesson I learned from my praying is that I now feel called to begin praying for spiritual
renewal—both for myself and the Episcopal Church. After a lifetime of being a Christian, and 12 years as a professed tertiary,
I would like to fall back in love with God again! I think this is God’s call to all
of us.

Third JPIC Prayer and Witness Action, 2008: Lambeth
Conference in Canterbury

Following up the IPTOC 2005 letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury signed
by the Ministers General of the First and Third Orders and the Abbess of the
Poor Clares, as well as the American Province’s Witness of Prayer and Fasting
carried out at the General Convention in 2006, all the provinces of the Third
Order decided to sponsor a Franciscan Praying Presence during the Lambeth
Conference in Canterbury in 2008. Again, the leaders of JPIC and of all TSSF
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Lambeth Conferences is by invitation of the Archbishop of Canterbury. Notably absent from the list of those invited in 2008 were
Gene Robinson and Martyn Minns. (Robinson was the ﬁrst Anglican bishop to exercise the ofﬁce while in an acknowledged samesex relationship. Minns was the head of the Convocation of Anglicans in North America, a splinter group of American Anglicans; the
Church of Nigeria considered him a missionary bishop to the United States, despite protests from Canterbury and the U.S. Episcopal
Church). At least 250 Anglican bishops, mainly from Africa, were planning to meet at a rival conference in Jerusalem.
Here is Terry Rogers’s description of her experience at this Franciscan Praying Presence during the Lambeth Conference in
Canterbury in 2008 (Franciscan Times, Summer 2008).
In the city of Canterbury, a ﬁve minutes’ walk from the cathedral, is an enclosed green space known as Greyfriars. A small
river runs through it, and it contains gardens full of blossoms and a small meadow of wildﬂowers. Next to the meadow is a
small building, all that’s left of the medieval Franciscan friary once built here. Upstairs is a little chapel in the custody of SSF,
and three SSF brothers live on the grounds of the enclosure. Down along the river, over a footbridge, and past more gardens
is a large white house, and on the lawn was a shining white tent with tables, chairs, vases of ﬂowers, and Franciscan pictures,
which was used for hospitality. This was the setting for the TSSF Praying Presence during the Lambeth Conference from 7/16
to 8/3.
Our TSSF Minister General, Dorothy Brooker (from New Zealand), and the TSSF European Province Minister Provincial,
Richard Bird, were there for all this time, joined by Ann Savage-Lewis, a tertiary from Wales. Our own Sister Joyce CSF and
Brothers Eric and Max SSF came from California to join the Praying Presence for many days, and a number of tertiaries from
the UK came for an hour, a day, or several days. I came for the last nine days and stayed with Ann in the large house, which
was being renovated to be the new home for the SSF brothers there.
Our days had this schedule: 9 am Morning Prayer, 10-11 am Bible Study of St. John’s Gospel, 12 noon Eucharist, 2-3 pm
Contemplative Prayer, and 5:30 pm Evening Prayer. At every time of prayer these words were used: “We pray for those
taking part in the Lambeth Conference, for those who declined the invitation, and for those who were not invited.”
During the day, both for times of prayer and for hospitality, we welcomed visitors from the Lambeth Conference (held at the
university on the outskirts of the town)—bishops, their spouses, other lay and clergy participants and volunteers working at
the exhibition hall. On the ﬁrst Sunday afternoon that I was there we welcomed many of the Franciscan Bishops Protector as
well as tertiary bishops, their spouses, and the Franciscans working on the chaplaincy team for the conference. All relaxed in
this place of quiet beauty and enjoyed tea, scones, and fresh strawberries and cream. It was a treat to see Gordon Scruton, our
own Bishop Protector, there, as well as to meet tertiary bishops from all over the world.
My time there was a wonderful blend: lots of quiet focused prayer in community, as well as Franciscan mirth and storytelling. Each day we served morning coffee and tea and a simple sandwich lunch to visitors and those joining us in the
prayers.
The TSSF Bishop Protector in Southern Africa, Merwyn Castle, came to celebrate the Eucharist for us one day and over
lunch talked about his diocese and its work with AIDS patients and AIDS orphans. Brother Reginald, SSF, celebrated for us
on the 55th anniversary of his profession and told us stories about Brother Algy, one of SSF’s founders (see the Devotional
Companion, November 23rd). Bishop Mark Dyer, the retired bishop of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania (where CSF once had
a house), shared our Bible study one morning, and told us about his month with the Missionaries of Charity in Calcutta,
working with the sisters on the streets, and being asked by a disﬁgured and homeless man with leprosy to lay hands on him,
which, with great trepidation, he did. “I have never in my life,” he said, “except for the Eucharist, felt so close to Christ as at
that moment.”
And we Franciscans all felt time melt away, and the reality of Francis’s own conversion was present to us.
I was there for one Friday and participated in the Stations of the Cross, and was so moved that our previous Minister General,
Bishop Keith Slater from Australia, came down from the conference that day just to join us in the Stations. We made a small
procession all around the wildﬂower meadow, stopping at intervals for each station, with Richard Bird carrying a handmade
wooden cross. I became very aware of the thickly planted meadow, ﬁlled with purple, white and gold ﬂowers, all about knee
high. I began to see it as an image of the church, the purple ﬂowers on the same level with all the rest, but adding their own
vivid color, the whole meadow completely dependent on God for its life, for water, for sunshine, for fertility—vibrant with
health and beauty.
On the last day of the Conference there was a 6 pm closing Eucharist in the cathedral, only for Lambeth participants. Ann
and I went down and stood on the sidewalk near the cathedral gate, where the bishops and their spouses would walk down
from where their buses dropped them off. It took about an hour for busload after busload to make their way on foot through
the street lined with volunteers with golden sashes. This was our ﬁrst and only chance to really see all the people we had been
praying for. Only in actually seeing them would I have ever truly realized how many of them are not of European descent—at
least half. There they came, dressed in all shades of purple as well as some other colors, tall and short, dark and light, bishops
and spouses. We began waving at them and calling out, “God bless you, bishops! God bless you, brothers and sisters! Travel
safely! Go in peace!” for the hour’s time that it took for all of them to reach the gate. Nearly all of them returned smiles and
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waves, and those we knew beamed and rushed over to hug us and thank us and all Franciscans who were
praying for them. And those thanks include all of you in the Province of the Americas, whose prayers
were added to ours.

The Advent of the Franciscan Action Network—2007 Emmett Jarrett
More than 130 members of the Franciscan Family, leaders and Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation
representatives from 69 provinces, congregations, Secular Franciscan regions and ecumenical partners from
throughout the United States, met March 7-9, 2007 in Baltimore, MD to discuss and discern ways to bring a more
visible and effective Franciscan presence to the effort of repairing relationships to establish justice in the world.
In this meeting, Franciscan friars, sisters, seculars and ecumenicals called for themselves and the larger U.S.
Emmett Jarrett
Franciscan Family to “speak with one Franciscan Voice in order to effect the transformation of national social
policy.” The gathering represented the largest U.S. Franciscan group ever assembled in the U.S. solely to discuss ways to be better
advocates with persons who are poor, marginalized or victims of injustice.
Participating from the Order of Ecumenical Franciscans (OEF) was Bro. Craig Robert Miller; Carol Tookey and Emmett Jarrett
represented TSSF. Emmett Jarrett was elected to serve as the joint representative (OEF/TSSF) on the newly appointed Steering
Committee.
Building from the ﬁrst day’s input, the participants in the historic meeting moved from why we should have an organized Franciscan
Voice for Advocacy to how we should establish it. The group collectively wrote a Vision Statement (see below) calling the Franciscan
Family to work together for social transformation. From the Vision Statement, the participants then committed themselves to having
further dialogue and ﬁnding the resources to establish a broad-based Franciscan Family Commission for Justice, Peace and Integrity of
Creation, as well as a Center for Action based in Washington, DC.
The meeting ended with the newly appointed steering committee anointing the assembly. With this action, participants sealed in prayer
the commitment they verbally made to one another to work together to establish structures that can bring the voice and spirit of St.
Francis and St. Clare to a world that is crying out for transformation.
Following is the Vision Statement that guides the work of the steering committee, the commission, and the Center as together they
work to advocate with one Franciscan Voice for Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation:
Vision Statement of the Franciscan Family
We Franciscan brothers and sisters, Religious and Secular, from throughout the United States, gathered together in Baltimore,
MD to discern the possibility of a uniﬁed Franciscan Voice for justice. With great concern for dehumanizing issues in our society,
we recognized trends contrary to our calling as followers of Christ. We see that we have the power to effectively advocate for the
redistribution of resources, the responsible care for creation, and the healing of relationships within the Franciscan Family, the
Church and society. To these ends, we commit ourselves and call all members of the Family to speak with one Franciscan Voice
to effect the transformation of national social policy. By walking with our brothers and sisters who are poor and marginalized, we
intend to advocate for peace and to reafﬁrm the dignity of all creation.
From the beginning, TSSF has been an integral part of the Franciscan Action Network (FAN) as the Franciscan Family Commission
for Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation was renamed. At present, two of the second generation JPIC leaders are FAN Action
Commissioners, and former Minister Provincial Masud ibn Syedullah was appointed to FAN’s Board of Directors.

Canticle of Creation Pilgrimage, Province-sponsored JPIC
Action-October 2008

•

One of the last actions of this ﬁrst generation of leaders was a pilgrimage
of thirteen TSSF members led by Carol Tookey around the Four Corners
area of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Colorado. Their goals were to:
• celebrate the beauty of creation in this unique landscape and multicultural area,

•

• observe the impacts of our lifestyle on this fragile ecosystem, and

•

• look at alternative lifestyles that are more sustainable and harmonious
with God’s Creation, all in the context of a shared spiritual
journey.
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Here’s how six participants in the pilgrimage described the Canticle of
Creation Pilgrimage (Franciscan Times, Winter 2009).

Wes Patterson
Monday we traveled to Farmington, New Mexico and stopped and
prayed near the Four Corners Power Plant fueled by rather dirty local
coal. When we stopped to view the plant and its plumes of polluting
smoke and carbon-dioxide, we spontaneously began picking up the

Pat Milliren, Terry Rogers, Caroline Benjamin,
Ashley Steinhart, Amy Nicholson

Pilgrims enjoy a Canyon de Chelly overlook on our
“Brother Wind” day. (l to r) Carol Tookey, Pat Millren,
Terry Rogers, Caroline Benjamin, Ashley Steinhart, Amy
Nicholson.
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litter along our road. If only the pollution from the plant were so easily
removed from our atmosphere! We celebrated a moving Eucharist at the
side of Shiprock, an imposing mountain holy to the Navajo and visible
from afar in every direction. Monday afternoon we traveled to Window
Rock, Arizona.
Tuesday we visited Canyon de Chelly in Arizona, where we learned
about a people that were forced in the 13th century to leave their homes
because they had developed a population and lifestyle that could not be
sustained through a drought. Tuesday afternoon we traveled to Bluff,
Utah.

Wednesday in Bluff we walked through the Stations of Creation–a 12station walking meditation based on Francis’s Canticle of the Creatures.
Ashley had found a dozen powerful photos on the web to mark the stations that emphasized the Bible readings and reﬂections in the
text written by Colin Wilfred SSF. Following the stations, we were able to walk to the bank of the San Juan River and spend some
quiet time in meditation about how each of us can help to preserve our world.
Thursday we traveled to Cortez, Colorado, where we had a lunch of locally grown ingredients at Let It Grow, accompanied by
some insights from the owner about the importance of gardens and of local ingredients that don’t require more energy calories for
transportation than we realize in consumption. We then visited Turtle Lake Refuge, where Katrina introduced us to some non-typical
foods (weeds?) that are readily available locally. At sundown, we visited the Ft Lewis College Hesperus Observatory. Many of us had
our ﬁrst opportunity to see the extent of Creation, from the moons of Jupiter to an emerging galaxy well beyond our Milky Way.
Friday we visited Carol’s solar-powered home in Aztec, New Mexico–a clear example of a lifestyle with minimal carbon footprint. On
our return to Albuquerque, we visited Chaco Canyon, a national park that includes extensive stone structures built 850-1250 AD, and
abandoned when a drought caused food production to drop below levels needed to support the population. Is there a message here for
us?
Saturday, 4 October we celebrated Eucharist and returned home, with wonderful spiritual development growth, and an enormously
important appreciation for the need for all of us to change our lifestyles to protect God’s Creation.

Terry Rogers
Franciscans can lead the way in protecting God’s Creation on earth! Here are some of my memories from the Pilgrimage:
• We had a Eucharist out in the desert, using a rock slab for a table in the wilderness?”
• We visited St. Christopher’s Mission in Bluff, Utah, founded by H. Baxter Liebler (see Chapter 2) a Connecticut priest who came
west early in the 20th century and served the Navajo for many years; we found his grave in the churchyard. I also spent time
praying in the mission’s small, humble cemetery in a nearby ﬁeld.
• A wildlife expert met with us in a picnic area on the bank of the San Juan River and told us about the effect of dams and nonnative species on the plants and animals in and near the river.We each were asked to bring a small vial of water from our own
watersheds, which were poured into a common bowl. We then renewed our baptismal vows and were blessed with the water.
• We walked along a path on the rim of Canyon de Chelly and sat gazing at the rose-red-orange canyon walls, glowing in the
afternoon sun. On the canyon ﬂoor we saw a ribbon of rich green foliage and we rested there in wordless contemplation and
wonder.

Janet Wakeﬁeld
Of the many beautiful and a few disturbing sites we passed or visited, one image particularly remains in my mind - the FCPP - the
Four Corners Power Plant near Farmington where we stopped and prayed. The FCPP and its sister plant, the San Juan Generating
Station, are among the largest power plants in the U.S. These plants are emblematic of environmental controversies and concerns all
over our country. They are the main contributors to the 6th worst air pollution in the U.S. (Farmington, NM area), causing respiratory
problems (asthma), high carbon dioxide emissions, and mercury pollution to the water. (Don’t dare eat the ﬁsh!) Since these plants and
a controversial plant about to be built are on the Navajo Reservation, EPA regulations do not apply. They do, however, supply needed
jobs to a very poor people.
As we drove along, we were encouraged to think about and explore alternatives. In the Southwest solar power is an obvious
solution and some people are pioneering the way. We visited Carol Tookey’s new solar-powered home and saw the panels and their
infrastructure. Some people are even able to sell their excess power back to the grid. New housing developments could be required or
given incentives to be solar/alternate-energy powered.
We need to consider our own regions/localities and explore what kind of alternative energy makes sense in them. I live in northern
New York, so solar power alone wouldn’t be a good choice, but wind power is very feasible and, in fact, it is growing here. I mean to
learn more about this.
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Decentralizing power production has advantages—local control is more apt to create local
interest and awareness and ownership (both literal and ﬁgurative). Local power production is
also less vulnerable to natural and man-made disasters. And the same could be said for local
food production. As we go more local for both energy and food production, we become more
personally involved and we build relationships and connection with others.
Bill McKibben, author of Deep Economy, says connection is the basis of happiness! Funny
how it all ﬁts together: Creation/joining the Mystery/deep ecology/awareness/moving toward
the One.
My commitment is to be/stay connected, to support local green food and energy production,
to share the joy and beauty of the natural world.

Becky Thomson
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The prints of the photographs I took during our pilgrimage arrived this week. I stopped today
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Oh, there was the intellectual aspect of the Retreat. I really felt challenged by the presentation on
the Franciscan Theology of Creation, by the extensive bibliography, and the very thoughtful discussions at each site. I will be chewing
on the information like a cud for a very long time. I feel challenged to do something for my community. I am researching Community
Gardens in New Orleans, where I will be moving. There is quite an active association there.
I went on the pilgrimage seeking some peaceful time with God. I needed to get away from all the “white noise” of my too busy,
too complicated, too empty life. I looked forward to having time to just be. I did receive what I sought and so much more. I had the
absolute joy of gentle quiet and loving conversations with God and brother and sister Franciscans.
Perhaps the photograph that I found myself returning to look at the most was one that spoke of quiet love. It is a shot of Carol Tookey
driving the van. She and Ashley Steinhart did an amazing job handling those large vans on very challenging roads! It is when I look
at that photograph of my dear friend that I am reminded of a non-tangible, perhaps unanticipated aspect of the week. There was so
much quiet love, acceptance, and community with fellow Franciscans. Carol and Ashley worked so hard to plan a truly remarkable
pilgrimage. They gave us the chance to see, hear, taste, and experience the theme of the week in an atmosphere of friendship and
cooperation. We are an odd lot, we Franciscans. Yet, I had the opportunity to have a great retreat in an atmosphere of such friendship.
Carol, hunched over the steering wheel with the vista out the window behind her, reminds me of all the loving effort she and Ashley
put into this pilgrimage.

Pat Millren
Perhaps the most moving experience for me was walking into the Church of the Good Shepherd, an Episcopal mission on the Navajo
reservation, early one morning for shared silence and later, Morning Prayer. What caught my eye most was not the enormous empty
cross with large silver embellishments hanging in the center. It was the small and delicate Stations of the Cross along the walls on
each side of the sanctuary. All the ﬁgures were Native American. They brought tears I could not fully understand that kept erupting
during our service. I’ve thought a lot about this experience. Perhaps it was the realization in a different way that Native Americans
have helped Christ bear so many burdens of our (non-Native-American) lives and culture. Perhaps, extending that idea, it was the
realization that the Earth itself and all (non-human) inhabitants help Christ bear the burdens of our continuing excesses. As I wrote
to my niece yesterday, I realized that usually I see the Stations of the Cross in the context of men and women of Christ’s day relating
to/helping Christ. These stations in the Church of the Good Shepherd brought the story forward for me, into the last century, and into
today, through the agony of the Earth. I suspect this experience will be with me a long time.

Caroline Benjamin
Carol Tookey and Ashley Steinhart couldn’t have planned this pilgrimage any better and every aspect of it obviously had the imprint
of their loving touches. There was so much beauty to see and experience that it far outweighed the ugliness of some things (like the
power plant on the Navajo reservation spewing pollutants into the air and the San Juan River). I came out of the whole experience
with hope that, if we all do what we can to make the environment better, we’ll save Mother Earth and her resources.
The Green Committee at my church, St. Christopher’s in Bandera, Texas, asked me to make a presentation about this trip yesterday
to the adult Sunday school, which I did, and they seemed spellbound and enthused about making positive changes in their lives.
Someone asked whether I came back hopeful or discouraged, and I assured her that I was hopeful because I knew that we could spread
the message like yeast in bread. Our priest asked me to start getting the word out to our congregation about things we could do on a
personal level by having a short entry in each monthly newsletter. I told him it would be easy to have a box on a page with something
each person could add to their lives easily. I gave them the environmental action handout we were given, on “avoiding, seeking, and
advocating.” I told them I was doing advocating by talking with them and they could pass the message on to their circles of friends.
So, THANK YOU, dear sisters!!

Second Generation JPIC Action-Provincial Convocation of June 25-30, 2013
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A Franciscan Search for Action and Healing: First Peoples and Sacred Lands—Insigniﬁcant in the Eyes of
Many, Precious in the Eyes of God.

It was a long ﬁve years between the Canticle of Creation Pilgrimage in 2008 and the next Province-sponsored JPIC action. There were
plenty of individual members doing JPIC-type actions in the Province ranging from medical missions to Liberia and peace visits to
the West Bank. However, between 2008 and 2013 a change in the key players of JPIC occurred, moving JPIC to a new generation
of leaders. Emmett Jarrett died of cancer in October 2010, yet in the year prior to his death he made a six-week, 800-mile peace
pilgrimage around southern New England. Carol Tookey, after so many years on Chapter as Formation Director and being a voice for
JPIC on Chapter, reached her term limits and had to step down from Chapter. She and her tertiary husband moved to New Mexico
where she continues to carry on her JPIC work on the local parish level in Navajoland. Finally, Terry Rogers began to shift her efforts
to focus more on the Formation Program.
Now a second generation of JPIC key players (Joyce Wilding, Francesca Wigle, Verleah Kosloske, and Dianne Aid) emerged, and,
just as Generation 1 leaders brought their prior experience and interests, so too did Generation 2. Some of their experiences were
with Generation 1 leaders in other organizations. Joyce Wilding came from the area of corporate organizational consulting, moved
into program development for the seminary at the University of Sewanee, and specialized in environmental justice. Francesca Wigle
came from long experience in the peace movement in the U.S., prison ministry, and as an Action Commissioner with the Franciscan
Action Network (FAN). Dianne Aid has been very active in the immigration movement and is president of the Episcopal Network
for Economic Justice. Verleah Kosloske brought her experience with the Episcopal Public Policy Network and Episcopal Peace
Fellowship.
In 2010, at the Western Convocation, Dianne Aid experienced a program called “Holy
Poverty, Lessons from First Nations People.” When she was asked by Marilynn Mincey,
Provincial Convocation 2013 leader, to develop the program for the convocation, Dianne
went back to her rich earlier convocation experience. This is how Dianne explained her
program in the Franciscan Times, Fall 2012:
A signiﬁcant part of our TSSF Province of the Americas Convocation, 2013, will be
dedicated to exploring the impact of the Doctrine of Discovery with Native brothers and
sisters in our Church. We were inspired to explore this doctrine beginning with the Western Verleah Kosloske
Francesca Wigle
Convocation, 2010, “Holy Poverty, Lessons from First Nations People.” We had an
opportunity to listen to stories and learn about the Church’s role, including Franciscan
communities, in the conquering of Native peoples, taking lands for economic gain, and
destroying culture in the name of Christianity. The Episcopal Church (TEC) has been
paying attention to spiritual and justice issues affecting Native communities for the last
several General Conventions. In 2009, the Episcopal Church became the ﬁrst Christian
denomination to ofﬁcially repudiate the Doctrine of Discovery, soon to be followed by The
World Council of Churches, and since, other denominations have joined this growing act of
repudiation.
Joyce Wilding
Dianne Aid
In her pastoral letter of May 16th, 2012, The Episcopal Church Presiding Bishop Katharine
Jefferts Schori, wrote, “We seek to address the need for healing in all parts of society, and we stand in
solidarity with indigenous people globally to acknowledge and address the legacy of colonial occupation and policies of domination.”
The Church has begun to take time to hear the stories and to profoundly grieve at long-lasting pain inﬂicted on native communities
throughout the Americas. This profound call for healing and reconciliation seems to be a fundamental call of Franciscans to heal
divisions by calling communities of people into dialogue and lasting, loving relationships.
The keynote speakers that Dianne recruited were many of the same ones who spoke at the 2010 Western Convocation, including Elsie
Dennis (Co-Chair, First Nations Committee, Diocese of Olympia) and Kathryn A. Rickert, a member of the School of Theology and
Ministry at Seattle University. Luckily, Dianne and others were also able to recruit Bishop Mark MacDonald, one of our ﬁve TSSF
professed bishops. Bishop MacDonald, who grew up among the Ojibway people, was recruited by the Canadian Anglican Church to
be the National Indigenous People’s Bishop. They were also able to recruit the Rev. Canon Robert Two Bulls, the missioner of the
Department of Indian Work and Multicultural Ministries for the Episcopal Church in Minnesota and vicar of All Saints Indian Mission
in Minneapolis. Robert is also an Oglala Lakota Oyate. Our own Jeffrey Golliher, environmental representative for the worldwide
Anglican Communion at the United Nations, completed the lineup of keynote speakers.
One of the key aspects of the whole Convocation was the communal participation in a “Lament Over the Doctrine of Discovery”
created by Kathryn A. Rickert. She had presented it a year earlier at General Convention in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Here is the description of this Lament that she gave to the Franciscan Times, Fall 2013:
Somewhere along our tradition this powerful prayer form has gotten lost. For the most part we think of our relations with God and
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each other in terms of petition, praise and thanksgiving. If we
look more closely at both the Old and New Testaments we ﬁnd
that lament is absolutely necessary for our prayer—practice one
without which Christianity (and Judaism) don’t work very well.
It’s not that we don’t need those other prayer forms; we do.
But they are incomplete without both individual and communal
prayers of lament. In a way, lament is the beginning of all deep
prayer—that unguarded, honest crying out to God in trust, hope,
and sometimes desperation. Lament declares the situation in
which we petition, give thanks, and praise God.
If all that is wrong with the world were only “all about us,” then
perhaps the prayers of repentance would do. It’s not!

Jeffrey Golliher.

The pattern of laments as we ﬁnd them in the poetry and narratives of Scripture include the
poetry of the psalms, the prophets such as Jeremiah, Lamentations, the narratives of lament
– Israel crying out to God from slavery in Egypt; Abraham checking in with God four times as to the arrival of the long-promised son;
Moses crying out to God, “get me help or kill me...you have given me more children than I can manage.”
Those emotions include (but not only) fear, anger, rage, grief, longing, and doubt. This speech comes from the depths of our lives—the
uncovered, real places of intimate real-life experience. It isn’t always nice. It
is though powerful and faithful.
Bishop Mark MacDonald.

When we ﬁnd ourselves praying in this way, it leads to an intimate, faithful,
risky, authentic human-divine relationship. Authentic lament does not come
out with tones of arrogance, disrespect, or privilege, but, rather a voice of
vulnerability and openness to the most difﬁcult and most beautiful parts of
life.
Laments are a temporary tool that is absolutely necessary for our
relationship with God, the Creation and with each other. Lament is NOT a
lifestyle, nor a personality type. Lament in the biblical tradition begins and
ends not because our grief is necessarily ever ﬁnished, but because God is
both within and beyond our grief. If I am honest I must tell you that I don’t
know with precision just how it is that laments work. I can see what they do,
and I have some understanding as to how. But so very much of this continues
to be far beyond us.

Centerpiece of the Lament Laden With Symbolic
Objects.

If anything can begin to respond to the horror, rage, and grief generated by the genocide, racism, and white privilege that is at the
core of so much of our very painful American history, it is the cross of Jesus. So far, it is as much as I am able to do to bring these
wounds to that cross together with you so that we might begin to open ourselves and the structures of our world to this very expansive
compassionate love that we ﬁnd in Jesus the Christ.
Praying together in this way with laments makes it embody our strong emotions, bringing those “loaded guns” out of hiding into the
Light where healing may enter in sharing this together with God and with each other, not alone or private anymore.
There is much, much more from Kathryn and from all the speakers in the Franciscan Times edition of Fall 2013.
There were many published reactions to this Convocation, but one of the most heartfelt is the following:

Sonya Riggins-Furlow (Franciscan Times, Fall 2013)
The program was an important one, it affected me in a way that I am still having a difﬁcult time explaining to others
as I talk about the Convocation. I felt my internal systems overloading beginning with the moving Four Directions
Prayer. Reconciliation with Peoples of the First Nations as a theme was poignant and needed, to say the least.
This Convocation was my goal, I was looking forward to it, since being diagnosed with Stage 2 Thyroid Cancer,
through tests, biopsies, surgery and radioactive iodine treatments; I was going to Minneapolis!
Sonya Riggins- All the material was prepared with excellent forethought, all the speakers were well versed and moving and perhaps a
Furlow.
little history may explain how the week truly affected me.
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My father was a union president, union organizer and community leader. He was a very intelligent man, self-taught in many areas,
a natural leader, and he was among the second generation in his family to be born free. Thus, I am two generations removed from
slavery. My brother, sister and cousins are of the third generation born free. My Grandma Henrietta and her siblings were the ﬁrst
generation of the Hall family born free to their mother, who was born a slave and freed by President Lincoln. In the corner of North
Carolina where they were all slaves and later freemen, they had an intimate relationship with the Waccamaw Siouan and Lumbee
Tribal Nations, to which we have a familial connection.
Being a descendant of slaves, a descendant of Native Peoples in America, a descendant of Reconstruction, Jim Crow, segregation and
the civil rights movement, in this year of our Lord, two thousand and thirteen, I am continually exposed to racism and prejudices by
others in various settings and venues.
I wondered very early in the week what I was to do with this program information. I have a phrase that I use, if it does not apply, let it
ﬂy. But, could I let it ﬂy? Could I close my ears and run away into a corner of my imagination and forget the entire program, of course
not.
The night of the Lament made it certain to me that all this information was relevant to me somehow in this place, at this time. When I
learned of the Native American boarding schools and the total attempt of cultural assimilation and destruction of history, tribal beliefs
and ways plus the other stories being told with great care, I wept.
And, I wondered why everyone else in the room was not prostrate on the ﬂoor before God weeping and wailing for this horriﬁc history
of our nation.
I realized that I was in a very high emotional state and if I did not get a hold of myself I would be heading for an emergency room. I
was so affected. At the peace, I left the Lament and making the long trek back to my room, I prayed and prayed, then suddenly I curled
into bed, still weeping I drifted asleep.
Miraculously, in the morning I felt alright. It was amazing. Joy certainly comes in the morning. It was upsetting to hear stories of the
Doctrine of Discovery. They were as disturbing as slavery, lynching, Jim Crow, the segregated South, and everything else man can do
to his fellow man.
I knew for me that I would continue on my path of treating people with
dignity, decency and Christian respect. I also know in my heart that my fellow
Franciscans will do the same.
The Second Aim of our Order sets out, in the name of Christ, to break down
barriers between people and to seek equality for all. We accept as our second
aim the spreading of a spirit of love and harmony among all people. We
are pledged to ﬁght against the ignorance, pride, and prejudice that breed
injustice or partiality of any kind. So be it! So be it! Amen and Amen
Buffalo-Stew Dinner at First Nations Kitchen, All
Saints Indian Mission: Dianne Aid (front left), Joyce
Wilding (center by pole).

